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ABSTRACT

The huge increase in documents on the world-wide web and the availability to reach and download
them has led to a dangerous problem which is using others' works without giving them credits.
Although a number of methods have been developed to discover popular cases of plagiarism in
Arabic Language, as changing sentence structure or replacing words with their synonyms, it is still
difficult to diagnose plagiarism when modifying deliberately quoted sentences.
In this paper a Semantic Similarity Algorithm System is proposed for detecting plagiarism in medical
Arabic papers using semantic networks in Arabic language (Arabic Word Net), automatic translation
to English language, and international medical Ontologies(in English Language). The developed
algorithm depends on determining the degree of semantic similarity between original documents and
suspected documents by calculating the intersection of the semantic information between files, the
proposed algorithm uses Arabic Word Net to detect sentences concepts with their synonyms, and the
medical Ontologies are used to expanding the sentences of origin and suspected texts, and calculates
the semantic similarity between them, the automatic translation was used to translate text from Arabic
Language to English Language to benefit from International Medical Ontologies, because of the lack
of Medical Ontologies in Arabic Language.
The proposed algorithm has showed a good results by determining the similarity between the origin
documents and the suspected documents using semantic detection score, that it has discovered the
plagiarism cases even if the user replace some words with their synonyms, and if the user restructured
the sentences of the plagiarized texts.

Copyright © 2016 Khaled Omar, Bassel Alkhatib and Mayssoon Dashash. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

INTRODUCTION
Plagiarism is the process of reusing ideas or writings of a
person or several persons by others, without referring to the
source of information [1], [2]. Research related to plagiarism
detection has been started in the seventies of the last century.
Several algorithms and methods have been designed to
determine the unusual similarities between student’s
assignments. Recently efforts of researchers in natural
languages processing tended to determine the similarities
between natural languages texts. However, it is not an easy
task because of the ambiguity in natural languages and the
unconstrained vocabulary size in natural languages. This study
aimed to investigate a new semantic method for plagiarism
detection in Arabic medical papers.
Taking in consideration the absence of diacritics in Arabic text
which causes a lot of problems when analysing the texts
morphological analyses, in addition the absence Arabic
Medical Ontologies which is very essential to exist when
developing semantic plagiarism detection methods for Arabic
medical papers. The structure of this paper is related work,

proposed method, system design and implementation, tests and
results, discussion, conclusion and discusses future work.
Related Work
A lot of research has been done about plagiarism detection and
many algorithms have been developed to detect plagiarism, but
a few of it take into consideration semantic meaning, that
many of it depends on string matching, In general plagiarism
detection methods classified into two main types: finger
printing plagiarism detection algorithms [3] and content based
plagiarism detection algorithms[4], fingerprinting algorithms
generate a code for each file called text fingerprint and then
comparing between generated fingerprint codes, the most
famous fingerprint algorithm called Winnowing fingerprint
algorithm[5], there are types of fingerprint algorithms
(character based, phrase based, statement based)[6], and the
second category of plagiarism detection methods is content
based algorithms which contains string matching algorithms
(mainly depends on string matching and NLP techniques),
these types of algorithms have a weakness point called “split
match problem”[7] which determines the optimal string length
to be matched or compared between files , and tree matching
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algorithms which depends on generating text trees based on
syntactic texts analyses,
and then comparing between
generated trees for origin documents and suspected ones.
Recently Citation-based Plagiarism Detection algorithms were
developed and these algorithms could be applied to any text
containing citations – this includes academic documents,
scientific publications [8]. This approach overcomes the
shortcoming of existing text-based plagiarism detection
methods, that existing methods typically fail to detect
translated and strongly disguised plagiarism instances, since
they only examine words (i.e. text overlap) in documents to
detect suspicious similarity.

from a single location with a unified output
format[14]
The proposed algorithm mainly contains five stages:






As shown in the following figure below:

Analyzing stage

In contrast, Citation-based Plagiarism Detection makes use of
the semantic information implied by the citations within
documents. The approach identifies and analyses similar
patterns in the citation sequences of academic documents to
compute similarity [9].

Translation stage

Unlike character-based approaches, this approach does not rely
on text comparisons alone, but analyses citation patterns
within documents to form a language-independent "semantic
fingerprint" for similarity assessment. The practicability of
Citation-based Plagiarism Detection was proven by its
capability to identify so-far non-machine detectable plagiarism
in scientific publications [10], and this type of detection
algorithms is classified as a semantic plagiarism detection
algorithms.
There is a new approach for plagiarism detection using fuzzy
information retrieval but this approach required a lot of text
pre-processing before applying it (corpus collecting and
stemming) [11].
The Proposed Method
Before go in details about the proposed algorithm we will
explain about the resources used by the proposed algorithm,
the proposed algorithm users the following resources:






Arabic Word Net for Arabic language that At the time
Arabic Word Net consists of 9228 synsets (6252
nominal, 2260 verbal, 606 adjectival, and 106
adverbial), containing 18,957 Arabic expressions.
This number includes 1155 synsets that correspond to
Named Entities which have been extracted
automatically and are being checked by the
lexicographers [12].
English Word Net: The main relation among words in
Word Net is synonymy, as between the words shut
and close or car and automobile. Synonyms--words
that denote the same concept and are interchangeable
in many contexts--are grouped into unordered sets
(synsets). Each of Word Net’s 117 000 synsets is
linked to other synsets by means of a small number of
“conceptual relations.” Additionally, a synset
contains a brief definition (“gloss”) and, in most
cases, one or more short sentences illustrating the use
of the synset members. Word forms with several
distinct meanings are represented in as many distinct
synsets. Thus, each form-meaning pair in WordNet is
unique [13].
Medical Ontologies: the algorithm uses a huge set of
medical Ontologies which are grouped into one
Ontology lookup service OLS, this OLS provides a
web service interface to query multiple ontologies

analyzing stage,
translation stage,
expansion stage,
comparison stage,
printing stage

Expansion stage
Comparison stage

Printing stage
Fig. 1 Proposed algorithm main stages

The algorithm takes tow files as input (origin file, suspected
file) and it analyses the tow files (which are in Arabic
language), then it translates the two files to English language,
then it expands the translated files concepts, then it compares
between the files data and finally it print the plagiarism
detection results, here we will go in details for each stage.
Analyzing stage: in this stage the algorithm takes the tow
input files and analyses them according to the following steps
(the Analyzing stage is done on Arabic texts before
translation):
Text segmentation
Stop words removing
Sentences stemming
Sentences Concepts
signature generating
Fig. 2 Analyzing stage steps

the segmentation is done to detect text sentences, and it done
basing on the punctuation marks in the text, stop words are
removed basing on a list for stop words in Arabic
Language[15], sentences stemming is done using Stanford for
Natural Language Processing Tools[16], in Sentences concepts
signature generating step of the analyzing stage the algorithm
iters throw text sentences and for each sentence it gets the
stemmed sentences words, , and then these words are
expanded using Arabic WordNet,
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The expansion here is only by adding each word synonyms, by
the ending of this step every sentence has a set of stemmed
words and their synonyms and this set is called sentence
concept signature.
Translation stage: the aim of this stage is to benefit from
International Medical Ontologies which describe medical
concepts, and to benefit from English WordNet which
describes general knowledge concepts, the translation is done
using Bing Translation API [17], that the algorithm iters throw
texts sentences and translates every sentence to English
language, the translated sentences of the origin and suspected
texts are mapped to Arabic origin sentences.
Expansion stage: the aim of this stage is to enrichment of the
translated sentences of the origin text and the suspected one
after analyzing these sentences and extracting concepts from it,
the aim of extracting and enriching of sentences concepts is to
overcome of the actions which taken by plagiarizer such as
word synonyms replacements and sentences re-structuring this
stage contains the following steps as shown in the figure
below:
Stop words removal

Example includes (analyzing, translation, expansion) stages:
let us take a small paragraph from Arabic medical paper
abstract as the following:
 إن ذات اﻟﺮﺋﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻨﺒﯿﺐ اﻟﺮﻏﺎﻣﻲ ﻣﻦ أﺧﻄﺮ:ﺧﻠﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ وھﺪﻓﮫ
 وﻻ،اﻻﺧﺘﻼطﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﻗﺪ ﺗﻮدي ﺑﺤﯿﺎة اﻟﻤﺮﯾﺾ ﻓﻲ وﺣﺪة اﻟﻌﻨﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺠﺮاﺣﯿﺔ ﺑﺄﻧﻮاﻋﮭﺎ
.ﺳﯿﻤﺎ اﻹﺳﻌﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ
Applying the analyzing stage
The segmentation of the Arabic text results three following
sentences:
Sentence 1:
.ﺧﻠﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ وھﺪﻓﮫ
Sentence 2:
إن ذات اﻟﺮﺋﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻨﺒﯿﺐ اﻟﺮﻏﺎﻣﻲ ﻣﻦ أﺧﻄﺮ اﻻﺧﺘﻼطﺎت اﻟﺘﻲ ﻗﺪ ﺗﻮدي ﺑﺤﯿﺎة
.اﻟﻤﺮﯾﺾ ﻓﻲ وﺣﺪة اﻟﻌﻨﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺠﺮاﺣﯿﺔ ﺑﺄﻧﻮاﻋﮭﺎ
Sentence 3:
.وﻻ ﺳﯿﻤﺎ اﻹﺳﻌﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ
Removing the stop words in the three sentences as the
following:
Sentence 1:

Part of speech tagging

.ﺧﻠﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ھﺪﻓﮫ
Sentence 2:

Detect terms and

اﻟﺮﺋﺔ اﻟﻤﺮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻨﺒﯿﺐ اﻟﺮﻏﺎﻣﻲ أﺧﻄﺮ اﻻﺧﺘﻼطﺎت ﺗﻮدي ﺑﺤﯿﺎة اﻟﻤﺮﯾﺾ وﺣﺪة
.اﻟﻌﻨﺎﯾﺔ اﻟﺠﺮاﺣﯿﺔ ﺑﺄﻧﻮاﻋﮭﺎ

composed terms
Detect terms

Sentence 3:
.وﻻ ﺳﯿﻤﺎ اﻹﺳﻌﺎﻓﯿﺔ ﻣﻨﮭﺎ

Ontologies
Expand terms

Stemming the words in the first sentence as the following:
ﺧﻠﻒ ﺑﺤﺚ ھﺪف

Fig. 3 Expansion stage steps

Stop words removal is done basing of stop words list in the
English language [18], the algorithm uses Stanford Natural
language processing tools to execute part of speech tagging for
translated sentences, the algorithm deals only with detected
nouns , and composed nouns( the composed nous are detected
using Stanford relations dependency)[19],after the nouns and
composed nouns are detected (called in this step terms) the
algorithm begins to enrichment these terms by firstly detect
home ontology for each term, as mentioned that two types of
Ontologies are used.



WordNet: to enrichment general knowledge concepts.
Medical Ontologies : to enrichment medical concepts,
this enrichment is done after detecting home ontology
for each term, after that the algorithm executes the
enrichment as the following:

Generating the concept signature for the first sentence as the
following:
To generate the sentence (1) concept signature the algorithm
expands every stemmed term as the following
The term “ ”ﺑﺤﺚis expanded by adding its synonyms from
Arabic WordNet, its synonyms set is:
,ﺗﺤﺮ,ﻧﺸﺪ,اﺳﺘﻘﺼﺎء,ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ,ﻓﺘﺶ,ﺗﻔﺘﯿﺶ,دراﺳﺔ,راﻋﻰ,ﻧﻈﺮ,درس,اﺳﺘﻔﺴﺮ,طﻠﺐ
. اﺳﺘﻌﻠﻢ
And for the term “ ”ھﺪفits synonyms set is:
ﻧﻄﺎق,درﯾﺌﺔ,ﻏﺮض,ﻗﺼﺪ,اﻟﮭﺪف

ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺔ,إﻟﻰ

رﻣﻰ,ﻏﺎﯾﺔ,اﻟﮭﺪف
ﺗﺴﺠﯿﻞ
.ﺗﺴﺠﯿﻞ اﻟﻨﻘﻄﺔ,اﻟﮭﺪف

And for the term “ ”ﺧﻠﻒits synonyms set is:
ﻧﺴﻞ, ﺗﺮك,ظﮭﺮ,ﺧﻠﻔﻲ, ذرﯾﺔ,ﻗﻔﺎ

For general knowledge concepts: the enrichment is done by
adding term synonyms, parents, Childs.

The algorithm stems the synonyms sets for all sentence words
and aggregates them into sentence concept signature.

For medical concepts: the enrichment is done by adding
concept parents, Childs, related concepts.

Applying the translation stage:

at the end of this step the translated sentences are mapped to
the origin Arabic sentences with enrichment vectors represent
the translated texts sentences, this vectors are weighted that
every origin concept has the weight value /1/ and every
concept which generated from the enrichment have the weight
/0.5/ .

The algorithm translates the text as the following:
Sentence (1) translation:
Research background and purpose.
Sentence (2) translation:
The accompanying tracheal intubation pneumonia is one of the
most serious complications that may kill the patient in the
surgical care unit types.
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Sentence (3) translation:
Especially ambulatory including.
-Applying the expansion stage:
The algorithm begins expansion stage by iteration for all
translated sentences and for each sentence the algorithm
detects terms and composed terms, and detect every term home
ontology and then expands it.
For the first translated sentence “Research background and
purpose” which is mapped to the origin sentence
“. ”ﺧﻠﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ وھﺪﻓﮫthe algorithm detect terms in this sentence,
which are: Research, background, purpose
Then the algorithm detects the home ontology for each term as
the following:
purpose: WN ,background: WN, Research: WN the detection
of term home Ontologies showed that all terms in this sentence
are belong to Word Net Ontology.
Then the algorithm expand the terms by adding childs, Parents,
synonyms, after the expansion is done every translated
sentence is represented with a weighed vector contains its
origin concepts and the concepts resulting from the expansion
step,(every origin concept has the weight value/1/, and every
new concept from expansion has the weight value/0.5/.
Comparison stage: in this stage the algorithm compares
between origin document text and suspected document text,
the comparison is done by comparing between texts sentences.
That the algorithm iters throw origin text sentences and for
each sentence it compares it with suspected text sentences and
search for the best matching sentences of the suspected
sentences, the comparison is done at tow levels, firstly the
algorithm calculates the intersection between sentences
concept signature for the sentences under comparison, and if
the intersection score is smaller than a threshold, the algorithm
stop the comparison action with the current sentence, The
sentences concept signature comparison is done according to
the function:

Printing stage: at this stage the algorithm shows the
plagiarism detection results, by colouring the plagiarized text
of the origin document with red colour, that the algorithm does
not change the origin structure of the origin document or the of
the suspected one, so that makes printing the plagiarism
detection results an easy and accurate task.
System Design and Implementation
In the implementation of the proposed System we use Arabic
Word Net Ontology files, English Word Net Ontology files,
Ontology lookup service(OLS) which provides a web service
to get access to the Medical Ontologies, this web service
provides methods like get Parents, get Childs, get Relations of
the current Concept.
The Developing language was java and the IDE was
NetBeans7.1, and we use SqlServer 2008 as a DataBase
environment to store concepts and their related concepts to
make system faster by time, so the algorithm searches for
concepts firstly into System local database if it does not find it
then it uses OLS web service.
The Developed system consist of the following Modules:
Searcher Module which uses Bing search API[21] to search for
the possible plagiarism sources on the internet, file downloader
module to download the search results, translator which uses
Bing translation API to translate Arabic texts to English
language, semantic detector module which contains expanding
the translated texts calculates the scores of semantic similarity
between origin files sentences and suspected files sentences,
result viewer module which show the plagiarism detection
results.
Searcher

File Downloader

Translator

1: if the intersection is greater than threshold.
f=
0: if intersection is smaller than threshold.

Semantic Detector

If the previous f function returns the value /0/, the algorithm
stops the comparison between the two sentences and it iters to
the next sentence to compare with it.

Result Viewer

But if the f function returns the value /1/, then the algorithm
calculates the semantic similarity between two sentence
enrichment vectors using the following formula [20]:
Test and Results

n

similarity =cos( ) 

A.B

A B

 Ai Bi

The proposed algorithm was tested on a sample of files. About
of 50 medical papers in Arabic from the health magazine of
Damascus university archive www.damascus university.
edu.sy/mag/health/.

i 1

n

n

A B
i 1

2
i

i 1

Fig 4 System structure

2
i

Where:
A: is the first terms vector,
B: is the second terms vector.
N: is the count of the shared terms.
the algorithm complete the iteration for each sentence in the
origin document and keep only the best matching sentence
from the suspected document, at the end of this stage every
sentence from the origin document has its best matching
sentence from the suspected document.

The detection algorithm which is based on Arabic WordNet,
English Word Net, Medical Ontologies for enrichment text
sentences(enrichment include adding concept synonyms,
parents, childs, related concepts) was very effective algorithm
for plagiarism detection, This is because it segments the text
according its origin sentences and them comparing between
sentences at two levels (concept signature level between
sentences in Arabic Language, expanded vector comparisons
in English translated language, this comparison technique
overcomes the problem when the user change some text words
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with its synonyms,or when the suspected sentences structure
are changed.
The evaluation of our system done by the Precision factor [22],
which is described below:

2.

for the Arabic Medical publications the precision was 73%,
and this value affected by the resolution of the translation from
Arabic to English, and affected by the concepts which don’t
belong to any medical ontology to enrich them, that the
experience from medical papers text analyses showed that
there is about 30% from texts concepts are not found in
English Word Net or in any Medical Ontology used by our
Proposed system.

4.

DISCUSSION

6.

In this study we developed a system to detect plagiarism in
medical papers in Arabic languages using “Bing” search
engine.
The testing on developed algorithm approved that is very
effective in plagiarism detection and more effective than string
based plagiarism detection algorithms and traditional
plagiarism detection methods that the developed algorithm
overcomes on weakness points such as word re-ordering ,
sentence re-structuring, words replacements with their
synonyms, the comparison complexity of proposed algorithm
is efficient that the algorithm stop comparison stage if the
intersection between sentences concept signature is smaller
than the algorithm intersection threshold ( this threshold is not
constant ,it adaptive threshold basing on the count of concepts
between sentences under comparison)
And there was a weakness in our developed algorithm causing
from that there some words are not include in Arabic WordNet
so the algorithm cannot find their synonyms.

3.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We concluded that developing a semantic plagiarism detection
method is a very hard and important step in plagiarism
detection research because using semantic resources is
promised matter in the strengthening of the plagiarism
detection methods ,our future plan is extending the domain of
developed method to be generic for all domains of science by
using and including extra semantic Ontologies for all domains,
and using the unified medical dictionary[23] (multilingual
medical dictionary) which developed by the World Health
Organization to get the exact and best translation of the
medical Arabic terms to enhance the accuracy of the
developed plagiarism detection algorithm in this research .
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